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Mid-level Fullstack Developer 

SUMMARY

 3 years of experience in the field of front-end and back-end Development.
 Web  Application  Development:  Proficient  in  creating  web  applications  using  React

(JavaScript/TypeScript), ensuring dynamic and user-friendly interfaces.
 REST  API  Development:  Skilled  in  building  RESTful  APIs  with  Node.js  (JavaScript/TypeScript),

providing efficient communication between applications.
 Cloud Services: Experienced using  AWS and GCP's core services.  Including AWS EC2, AWS EBS,

AWS SQS, AWS SNS, AWS RDS. Also Google App Engine, Pub/Sub and Firebase.

PROJECTS

 Fingermark  (Worldwide  cloud-based  software  platform  that  integrates  the  greatest  fast  food
companies) |  2023: development  and  mainantence  of  B2B  integrations.  Design  and  creation  of
architectures involving monitoring systems worldwide. Enhance of legacy codes which helped to improve
the performance and efficiency of Fingermark’s. 

 Infleux (Adtech) | 2022: development and mainantance of a web app, REST API service and a React
Native app.  (1)  Created  a push notification system using AWS SNS, MongoDB, and React Native.  (2)
Developed deployment pipelines for  React apps and Node.js services (3)  Improved feature updates a
mobile application using CodePush. (4) Enhanced cloud service cost by 8% by making tests using different
EC2 instance types, configuring load balancers and reducing CI/CD pipeline amount of time (5) Maintained
a real time stream of conversions and clicks using Node.js, AWS Athena and AWS RDS (6) Development
of a Node.js cronjob webscraper to collect data using AWS SQS

 MyWell (Digital  marketing  agency)  | 2021:  Worked  on  the  development  of  landing  pages  using
WordPress, PHP and JavaScript (jQuery). (1) Improved  page  speed and enhanced the performance of
several  landing  pages  (2)  Optimized  the  user  experience  and  conversion  rates  for  landing  pages  by
implementing responsive design principles.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

• Fingermark
Period: mar/2023 – Present
Position: Fullstack developer

• Infleux
Period: sep/2022 – feb/2023
Position: Site Reliability Engineer

Period: aug/2021 – sep/2022
Position: Fullstack developer

• My Well
Period: sep/2020 – jul/2021
Position: Front-end developer

DESCRIPTION

 Fingermark: Responsible for the development and maintenance of B2B integrations  using TypeScript,
Node.js and .NET. Also for designing and creating architectures involving worldwide systems using Google
Cloud Services such as Google App Engine, Firebase and Pub/Sub. Additionally, enhanced legacy codes
to improve Fingermark's performance and operational efficiency.
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 Infleux: Responsible for the end-to-end development and ongoing maintenance of a product consisting of
a web application, monolithic REST API and a mobile application, all constructed with TypeScript. The web
application used React.js, the REST API used Node.js and the mobile app was built using React Native. In
addition to my development responsibilities, I diligently  created  alerts on AWS to ensure the continuous
and secure operation of the product. My role extended also to contributing to design and implementation of
new features and functionalities.

 MyWell:  Responsible  for  the  management  of  landing  pages,  the  creation  and  optimization  of  these
webpages. Using JavaScript, jQuery, WordPress, and PHP to make these pages. 


